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Product commoditisation occurs when company offerings compete for a share of an established market based on similar 
product attributes. The global wine market place is rapidly evolving with both old and new world wine producing 
countries all implementing best practice viticultural and winemaking techniques. As a high cost producer relative to most 
new world producers, to be competitive Australian wine businesses must be equipped to develop unique products and 
experiences that consumers seek out on attributes other than price. Business experts advocate that this can be 
achieved most effectively when companies connect with consumer emotions. Focusing on emotional motivations of 
purchasing decisions (not what people want, but why they want it) results in non-price based consumption and brand 
loyalty.

The Australian wine industry has demonstrated the capacity to enhance the utilitarian properties of our offerings through 
innovation. Much of the Australian industry lacks skills in how to shift from trading purely on product quality attributes 
towards enhancing the emotive appeal of our offerings. This can be achieved though developing deep consumer 
insights into purchase motivations and translating these insights into new, innovative products and services focused on 
high end, highly profitable products. 

A critical element to deriving premiums from products and services is managing the perception of value of those 
offerings in customer and consumer’s eyes. Rationalisation of the worth of an offering is strongly influenced by a range 
of contextual factors, a key one being Country of Origin Effects – as is manifest in French wines, German cars, Italian 
clothes, Swiss watches. Country of origin effects are typically routed in history – French luxury was founded through 
royalty and the church; Italian luxury clothes through specialised textile manufacturing capability; Swiss watches through 
the master craftsman guilds.

Recent research conducted by Dr Roberta Crouch (ESC Dijon Bourgogne, School of Wine and Spirits and University of 
Adelaide) has suggested country of origin perceptions of Australia wine in the UK and USA may run counter to those 
pursuing a fine wine business strategy. There is an opportunity to focus on how Australia can cut through this country of 
origin effect and rapidly change general perceptions. Recent research conducted by Patricia Williamson at UniSA and 
AWRI has highlighted several promising strategies and messaging including:

• Communication of taste preference results quantified in a scientifically robust manner
• Communication about our clean and unpolluted environment
• Promulgating Australia’s attributes as an innovative wine producer, where innovation is more apparent to the consumer

The work to be done involves quantifying the impact of specific messaging on preferences and purchase motivations 
and how they can be effectively delivered targeting high net worth demographics.
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